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 ODB (On Board Diagnostic) 

 Control and supervision of all emissions and emission related components

 Failures are indicated to the driver AND stored permanently in the ECU

 These failures can be read out in the certified workshop

 Failures (P0-Codes) are standardized according to ISO 15031-6

OBD on modern Trucks EURO V and EURO VI



 ODB (On Board Diagnostic) is a useful tool but:

 Electronic can be manipulated. Devices are commercially available for eg:

 Devices to „adjust“ ODB values, reset failures are commercial 
available

 Read and clear error codes

 New mechanical key number programming

 Vehicle identification key programming

 Mileage adjustment via OBD

 EEPROM chip read and immobilizer initialization

 Oil/Service reset

 CVT learning/Value reset

 …

OBD-electronics can be manipulated



Odometer Adjustment



Software Update



SCR

DPF

Emission Reduction Systems on Heavy Duty Trucks

 The most relevant systems are:

 SCR Systems (Selective Catalytic Reduction)

 Diesel Oxidation Catalysts

 Diesel Particulate Filters



Emission Reduction Systems on Heavy Duty Trucks

 Most used technology for EURO 6 is SCRT®

 DPF  - closed filter structure – manipulation only via hardware

 SCR  - Open structure with chemical reaction
AdBlue is needed – can be manipulated via software

DPF SCR



 Example: 8 IN 1 Truck AdBlue OBD Emulator

 Commercially available 

 Cost apr. 25 – 60 USD

 for Mercedes MAN Scania Iveco DAF Volvo Renault Ford, …

Disabling of SCR Functionality



 Example: SCR Emulator V5 NOx

 Price apr. 60 EURO

 Applications: DAF, Iveco, MAN, Mercedes-Benz, 
Renault, Volvo, Scania and FORD trucks

 Functions: cut off usage of AdBlue

 It emulates whole system safely including NOx 
sensor so there will be no OBD DTC errors

 Souce: Advertising from website

Disabling of SCR Functionality

Source: 
https://www.cardiag.com/product/scr-
emulator-v5-nox/



 SCR Emulator V5 NOx (5th generation) another brand new product designed to emulate SCR (Selective 
Catalytic Reduction) systems on trucks with EURO 4 and EURO 5 exhaust pollution control systems. This 
device allows you to override SCR systems on trucks made by DAF, Iveco, MAN, Mercedes-Benz, Renault, 
Volvo, Scania and FORD. SCR Emulator V5 NOx is able to override all components of SCR systems like DEF 
(Diesel Exhaust Fluid) pumps, temperature sensors, level sensors and also it is able to override NOx 
(nitrous oxide) sensors and exhaust temperature sensors. Due to complete override of whole SCR system 
you can be sure that there will be no power (horsepower and torque figures remain the same) loss on 
trucks engine and gearbox will not go into limp mode. Also you need to know that SCR Emulator V5 NOx 
doesn’t generate any DTC (Diagnostic Trouble Code) errors on trucks OBD (On-Board Diagnostics) system. 
This is a CAN (Controller Area Network) device so it can be easily connected to any supported truck 
without any special knowledge or adaptors. SCR Emulator V5 NOx is a very easy to use and useful device 
that will save you a lot of money and time if you’re using your truck in countries where are no strict 
environmental rules like in EU. If you have a damaged SCR system on your truck this tool will help you 
reach any truck workshop without any discomfort. Driving through a country where are no DEF refill 
stations? Forget this problem, this emulator will solve it for you. V5 is user friendly as all previous 
versions of SCR emulators, we will provide necessary instructions to connect this device properly to your 
truck.

SCR Emulator V5 Nox Product Description

Source: Website of the company
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 Modern trucks have aligned SRC Systems with engine raw emission

 They are very effective on NOx reduction

 Without AdBlue support (reason of emulating NOx sensors) the NOx emission are 
going up for factors

 Example: 90 % Efficiency on SCR will lead to 2.0 g/kWh NOx (EURO V)
If the NOx sensor is emulated to cut off AdBlue consumption
NOx will increase to 20 g /kWh

 This is double is high as Emission level EURO I

 It cannot seen from the outside, gas test analyzers are needed

Effect on Emission by emulating NOx Sensors



Technical Concept of a Diesel Particulate Filter

“Closed” Filter Systems are holding > 99% of the particles back

– Channels are reciprocally closed

– Exhaust gas is forced to penetrate the porose, to air permeable, walls

– Soot particles are hold back and collected on the walls of the filter 
materiel

 

Particle filter
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Technical Concept of a Diesel Particulate Filter

Extruded cordierite and silicon carbide filter monoliths 

Cordierite                                          Silicon carbide 

 



Technical Concept of a Diesel Particulate Filter

Extruded cordierite and silicon carbide filter monoliths 

HDT Tagung Partikelfiltertechnologie
HJS Fahrzeug GmbH & Co. KG
Simon Steigert, München 2004
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Electronical Controlling of the Filter Systems

Temperature sensor

Backpressure sensor

DPF Inlet Module with sensor connections



 Software manipulation alone cannot increase emission

 It can reset failure or simulate dismounted systems

 Manipulation of DPF has to be done physically!

 Drilling holes in ceramic, dismounting filters ….

Manipuation of DPF



 Filters attains filtration rate 

exceeding 98% for particles in the 

toxic size range of 10nm - 500 nm

 It the filter is missing or 

manipulated it can be seen easily by 

visual inspection

Visual inspection of manipulated DPF systems

Particle filters (DPF) eliminate ultrafine particles
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Particle filters (DPF) eliminate soot
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 Devices for ECU manipulation are commercially available

 Insite Inspection are mandatory to secure improvement on air quality

 By emulating SCR (NOx sensors) the emission are far worse the the current 
fleet in Iran

 SRC can be manipulated via software, DPF via hardware manipulation

 DPF in-use control is easy

 SCR in-use control much more difficult

 Actions have to taken to secure the effectiveness of new emission 
regulation by in-use inspections

Conclusion


